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DISCLAIMER: This document is a review of the summer 2004 consultations. The maps and comments represent the views of
those who attended and participated in the process. Information in this package may, or may not, represent the interests of the
entire community or group consulted.
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Important
This document is a review of the summer 2004 consultations. The maps and comments
represent the views of those who attended and participated in the process. They reflect what
was drawn on the maps on the day and noted as terms and conditions. Areas not mapped have
been left blank. Written comments will be posted on our website www.dehcholands.org
shortly. We encourage everyone to review this information and attend future consultations and
workshops to ensure your concerns are addressed appropriately.

Introduction
The Deh Cho Land Use Planning Committee was established in May 2001 under the Dehcho
First Nations Interim Measures Agreement (IMA). The Committee’s mandate is to develop a
Land Use Plan which balances economic, social, environmental and cultural needs and
interests. The Committee consists of 2 representatives from the Dehcho First Nations (Tim
Lennie and Petr Cizek), one representative from the Government of the Northwest Territories
(Bea Lepine), one representative from the Government of Canada (Adrian Boyd), and the
Chairman (Herb Norwegian). The process will be guided by the principles of sustainable
development and respect for the land as understood and explained by the Dehcho Elders.

What is Land Use Planning?
Land use planning outlines what types of activities should occur, where they should take place
and the terms and conditions necessary to guide land use decisions over time. It requires a
clear vision of how we want the land and the people to be in 20 or 30 years. The plan will
become the roadmap that guides decisions at every turn to take us where we want to go. Once
approved the land use plan will provide legally binding direction to regulatory agencies and
decision-makers in their assessment of development projects, protected area proposals and
other land uses. The planning area (see map) excludes municipal areas and Nahanni National
Park Reserve.

Towards a Land Use Plan
The Committee’s process was established through a set of guidelines in the IMA which were
formally adopted as our Terms of Reference. This process set out four phases:
PHASE 1 – Committee Establishment and Office Setup
PHASE 2 – Information Gathering and Analysis
PHASE 3 – Plan Preparation
PHASE 4 – Plan Implementation
The Committee spent considerable time in Phase 2 - Information Gathering and Analysis.
Research projects and workshops have been completed to assess the Development Potential,
and Conservation Values including the Traditional Use and Occupancy information provided by
Dehcho First Nations. The Committee also commissioned research into Cumulative Effects
Indicators and Thresholds as a way of providing certainty for communities and regulatory
agencies. An Economic Development Assessment Model was also developed to capture the
broad-scale economic implications of land use planning decisions. Although this phase is
essentially complete, some areas may be revisited as we move through the planning process
towards a completed land use plan.
Phase 3 is Plan Preparation, which involves developing and revising Land Use Options as
required until a final land use map has been selected then writing the land use plan to support
and explain that map. The land use plan will replace the existing land withdrawals once it is
approved.
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Preliminary Land Use Options
A set of preliminary Land Use Options were produced from all the available information to start
discussions about overall priorities for how we might develop the land and resources in the
future. The Economic Development Assessment Model was also modified to compare the
economic implications of each option. A Land Use Options Atlas was compiled detailing the
original information, analysis and steps take to develop the preliminary Land Use Options. This
information was presented to communities and planning partners during the summer 2004
consultations for consideration and feedback. A list of the consultations completed is provided at
the end of this section.

Community Priorities
Having listened to presentations and reviewed the general range of possibilities for development
in the region, community members were asked to consider their priorities. Participants were
provided with 20 pebbles to place in flower pots, representing different land uses, according to
their priorities. The results are presented later in the document. This simple exercise proved
valuable during the summer 2004 consultations to start people thinking about local and regional
needs, prior to the Community Mapping Sessions.

Community Mapping Sessions
The community consultations included an additional day to map community interests in forestry,
tourism, oil and gas, mining, agriculture and identify critical areas for protection. Communities
were provided with a blank map and colored pens representing the different land uses.
Members were asked to identify if, where, how and when these activities should occur in their
region. Maps of Development Potential and Conservation Values were available to help
participants make informed decisions. Once complete the information was digitized into a GIS
system to facilitate future use in the planning process. These maps provide direction to the
planning committee in the development of the land use plan.
Important
The maps and comments represent the views of those who attended and participated in the
process. They reflect what was drawn on the maps that day and noted as terms and conditions.
Areas not mapped have been left blank. We encourage everyone to review the maps and attend
future consultations and workshops to ensure your interests are represented.

During the summer 2004 consultations, considerable progress was made and we are ready to
take the next steps in Phase 3 and continue towards a Land Use Plan.
Once the final plan is approved Phase 4 - Plan Implementation will begin. All new developments
will then need to conform to the land use plan or they will not be approved. The completed land
use plan will be revised upon the completion of the Dehcho Process (estimated for 2008) to be
consistent with the terms of the Final Agreement. Thereafter, the Plan will be revised every 5
years.

Next Steps
Over the next few weeks staff will be working to undertake final revisions to the research data
and the Economic Development Assessment model in response to written comments.
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The next challenge will be to combine information gathered during community mapping
sessions and consultations to develop a Working Draft Map. This will be supported by Draft
Terms and Conditions for land use designed to ensure everyone’s interests are represented
appropriately.
This initiative will highlight the areas of consensus and issues which require further
consideration. A Regional Forum is planned for February/March 2005 to address these issues
with all communities and planning partners. We believe this opportunity to share views will help
us bring the various interests in the region together for a common vision. One Land – One Plan.
Following the Regional Forum, the Committee will develop the draft land use plan including
maps and data to support and explain land use decisions. Please attend our workshops and
consultations to ensure your views are adequately represented.

Purpose of this Package
The purpose of this package is to review the feedback gathered during and after the Summer2004 consultations. The maps and comments represent the views of those who attended and
participated in the process. Included are community maps, comments recorded both in the
minutes, in questionnaires and in written feedback.
Please carefully review this document and consider the following questions:
• Do the maps reflect your vision for the Dehcho?
• What are the community and regional priorities?
• What revisions are required?
• What can you live with for the next five years?
• What comments and concerns do you have?
• How can we bring different views together?
We will not be following up this document with in-person visits at this stage but we welcome
your comments and direction either in writing or through your leadership. Also we strongly
encourage everyone’s participation, including youth and elders in future consultations and
workshops. Please review the “Next Steps” section and mark your calendars.
Copies of this package will be distributed to community leaders and other planning partners.
Further copies are available through your Community Liaison, directly from the Committee or
online at http://www.dehcholands.org. Formal written comments are also available online and
original maps may be viewed at the Committee Office in Fort Providence.
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Consultations Completed
Date
July 12-13/04
July 12/04
July 13/04
July 14/04
July 14/04
July 14/04
July 15-16/04
July 20/04
July 22-23/04
July 22/04
July 27-28/04
July 27/04
July 29/04
July 30/04
August 3-4/04
August 5-6/04
August 5-6/04
August 9-10/04
August 9/04
August 12-13/04
August 12/04
August 17/04
August 17/04
August 18/04
August 18/04
August 19/04
August 20/04
August 23/04
August 25/04
August 27/04
September 78/04
October 1/04
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Who
Katlodeeche First Nation
Public Meeting
Agricultural Sector
Hay River Town Council
Government Sector
Public Meeting
West Point First Nation
Enterprise
Jean Marie River First Nation
Public Meeting
Fort Simpson Tri-Council
Public Meeting
Forestry Sector
Government Sector
Nahanni Butte Dene Band / Public Meeting
Sambaa Ke Dene Band
Fort Providence Tri-Council and Public
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
Public Meeting
Fort Liard Tri-Council
Public Meeting
Government of the Northwest Territories
Public Meeting
Government of Canada
GNWT Tourism Association
ENGOs
Pipeline
Government of Canada
Oil and Gas Sector
Mining Sector

Where
Hay River Reserve
Hay River Reserve
Hay River
Hay River
Hay River
Hay River
West Point Band Office
Enterprise
Jean Marie River
Jean Marie River
Fort Simpson
Fort Simpson
Fort Simpson
Fort Simpson
Nahanni Butte
Trout Lake
Fort Providence
Wrigley
Wrigley
Fort Liard
Fort Liard
Yellowknife
Yellowknife
Yellowknife
Yellowknife
Yellowknife
Yellowknife
Ottawa
Calgary
Vancouver

Kaagee Tu First Nation
George Low

Kakisa
Fort Providence

Number of
Participants
24
0
2
6
2
2
8
14
7
3
15
1
4
6
18
13
13
15
3
13
7
8
1
20
2
5
5
4
15
7
8
1

Edehzhie
Candidate Protected Area

4

Fort Providence

Kakisa

3

Hay River
1
2
2

Enterprise
2

2

Wood Buffalo
National Park

2

1
Study

Area

dary
Boun
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Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Hay River Reserve

----

Area #1

Area #2

Area #3

Area #4

Agriculture - Yes

Agriculture - Yes

Fishery - No

Fishery - Yes

Forestry - Yes

Forestry - Yes

Mining - No

Mining - Yes

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - Yes

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Domestic Fishing Area

Commercial Fishing

Hay River Corridor - 8 Km each side

Justification for No Development Zones:
(1) No subsurface development zone: Protect watershed for Buffalo Lake area and develop an 8km buffer around the Hay River; also protect the Great
Slave Lake shoreline where there is a concentration of traditional activities and fishing spots; includes existing land withdrawals already approved for
the area.

Forestry and agriculture are acceptable everywhere.

(3) Existing Domestic Fishing Area for local food fishing (prohibits commercial fishing) at the mouth of the Hay River and Buffalo River

No. of Participants:

13

Summary of Discussions:
Land was never given away under the treaties. DFN is negotiating

Discussed implications of being a reserve and the Land Use Plan

for us

What potential does our land have and how can we learn to benefit

How is the plan going to reflect our values and who will protect the

from it in the future?

spirituality?

How can we benefit from the pipeline? When we get sick will it help

Discussed community needs and how they have changed
Traditionally

people

were

provided for all our needs.
different.

We

are

knowledgeable

the

us?

land

and

it

But our needs have changed and life is

dependent

medicine and food.

of

on

white

people,

alcohol,

drugs,

We need education and jobs now to become

Katlodeeche First Nation (Hay River Reserve)

independent once again and thrive

Oil and Gas can be a component if we have a ceremony i.e. fire
feeding

and

pace

development

according

to

economic

and

community needs
Concern Albertans are involved in commercial fishing
Must prepare for changes, especially alcohol and drug problems
Commercial Fishing must be considered

Previous generations learned to accommodate trapping.

Fishing Area (DFA) (15 miles either side of the mouth of the Hay

traditional but it had value.

It was not

If new land uses have value, we will

recognize that and learn to accommodate them

translation

Nahodhe,

means

things

River and 5 miles out)
Does signing the plan take away our control of development?

Language and culture must also be maintained
The

outside the

Domestic

Physical, mental and spiritual health must all be considered

Concern that large projects like the pipeline are short term, with

going

with

us,

that

temporary jobs

includes everything, what is happening in our communities and the

Hay River Reserve should be referred to separately from Town of

Deh Cho process.

Hay River on maps

It is about independence, getting educated and

being prepared to manage the land

We (elders) dont want to change but support future generations

The importance of holding onto land, and protecting it to benefit

who will be impacted and will lead different lives

future generations

How

Elders

hold

decisions.

vital

information

and

they

dont

hurry

in

making

Young people think fast but family can t be ignored,

children must be taught cultural skills, their value and to care

Disclaimer:

can

we

ensure

Industry

listens

to

Cumulative

Effects

standards?
Chief Roy Fabian provided a map of Hay River Reserve and one of
Katlodeeche traditional lands including Buffalo National Park

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Edehzhie
Candidate Protected Area

1

Fort Providence
2

Kakisa
Hay River

ry
Study Area Bounda

3

Enterprise

Wood Buffalo
National Park

4
SPECIAL MGT.

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

West Point

----

Area # 1

Area # 2

Area # 3

Area # 4

Agriculture - Yes

Agriculture - Yes

Agriculture - Yes

Agriculture - Yes
Forestry - Yes

Forestry - No

Forestry - No

Forestry - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - Yes

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - Yes

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Fishery - No; No commercial fishing
to protect spawning grounds

Justification for No Development Zones:
(# 1) High and very high wildlife habitat area (based on existing data)
(# 2) Want to see areas near the mouth closed to commercial fishing and fishing lodges ( risk of sewage release into water) to protect
spawning areas and ensure clean, healthy water and fish for local use
(# 3) Concerned about erosion from forestry and harvest of trees the community could use for local construction projects; concerned
about negative impacts of non-renewable resource industry and lack of community benefits; protection of important traditional use
and wildlife habitat areas (existing data and new); includes existing land withdrawals
(# 4) As per 3 but wanted protection of known trails in this area that couldn t be located on the map ( i.e. need a general condition to avoid
trails within 2 km for all development)

No. of Participants:

7

Summary of Discussions:
Industry should give us equal opportunity to share our values perhaps through cultural orientations. Our culture is based on sharing
We are not against development but want to maintain land for future generations
We must pace development to allow grandchildren to take lead role in the future
Measuring community needs on per capita disadvantages small communities
West Point First Nation (West Point)

Concern that pollution is a growing problem along the Mackenzie River (Reference to dead fish in the Mackenzie in 1988-89, blood
clots and extra fins)
Concern that resources are being wasted (e.g. large piles of rotting logs)
Suggestion that lumber salvaged from MGP could be used to build houses for communities
Ptarmigan were last seen in the 1960 s and rabbits have become diseased because they put calcium on the road
Going out on the land is too expensive and there are problems with gun registry
Consensus that people are adapting to changes in their way of life
Youth should get involved more
Noted Importance of Point Le Roche, Muskeg Creek and McNelly Creek
Interested in developing a nature trail for youth and tourists

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Fort Simpson
Edéhzhie
Candidate Protected Area

2

Jean Marie River

4

3
1

3

4
Study Area Boundary

3

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Area #1

Jean Marie River

Area #2

Area #3

Agriculture - Yes

Agriculture - No

Oil & Gas - Yes
Consumptive Tourism - No

Oil & Gas - Yes

Oil & Gas - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Forestry - Yes

Regular Logging

Buffer along roads

Oil & Gas - No

Agriculture - Yes

Forestry - Yes

Selective Logging

Mining - No

Area #4

Agriculture - Yes

Forestry - Yes

Forestry - No

----

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes
Overlap with other communities

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Justification for No Development Zones:
(1) To protect the 5 lakes (Gargan, Sanguez, Ekali, McGill and Deep Lake) for exclusive community u se (traditional, cultural uses)
(2) To provide a sustainable timber supply for the JMR log home business for the next 20 years
(3) and (4) still closed to mining due to concerns over contamination of watershed

No. of Participants:

4

Summary of Discussions:
There

is

concern

over

potential

impact

of

Significant

Concern about staking on the border of PAS and thoughts of

Discovery Licenses

abandoning the PAS process and protecting land under the

Does DCLUPC have any information on what Fort Liard has

land use plan instead (Edehzhie)

learnt from their experiences with the Oil and Gas industry ?

JMR timber production is roughly 2000 m /yr with planned

Does

DCLUPC

have

information

from

the

pipeline

group

Jean Marie River First Nation (Jean Marie River)

from their studies?
Requested

the

5

3

3

increase to around 5000 m /yr
JMR have to get permits approved to sell lumber

lakes

be

protected

(Gargan,

Sanguez,

Questioned if NEB monitors cumulative effects?

Ekali, McGill, and Deep)

Is Climate Change being considered?

Concern that government may not approve community input

Concern about upstream flaring, pulp mill pollution which

Is the DCLUPC working on a policy to protect Traditional

impacts Dehcho

Knowledge?

Concern

How are we to protect traditional rights when we have a

wanting to retain traditional life and larger communities with

public government?

a development agenda

We dont want to restrict traditional use

Explained JMR strategic community plan

When the pipeline goes through it promotes more traditional

JMR plan to be owners of small tourism businesses on the

uses because the right of way provides a nice cleared travel

river and joint venture with larger initiatives

route

There is concern that some areas on the potential map have

Can the DCLUPC change the word
you have to make a choice

option?

It sounds like

over

lack

of

unity

between

small

communities

already been logged
Interest in location of pipeline route
Provided

some

clarification

on

specifications for

selective

logging

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Wrigley

Study Area Boundary

3

Edéhzhie
Candidate Protected Area

1a

1

Nahanni National

Up

Fort Simpson
2

i nn
ha
ss
Na
ce
c
a
nt
wa

to

Jean Marie River

t
Bu
ine
r m
fo

Park Reserve

Nahanni Butte

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Fort Simpson

----

Area #1

Area #2

Area #3

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Forestry - No

Forestry - Yes

Forestry - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Follows existing Surface/Subsurface

GHL Only

Sub-surface Only Withdrawals

Use Moutain peaks/ridges and

Withdrawals

valley floors to define borders

1a - Add to Surface/Subsurface
Withdrawals

Justification for No Development Zones:
(# 1) Existing surface and subsurface land withdrawals with a small extension to protect a trapline (5 km buffer around it).
(# 2) Existing subsurface only land withdrawals
(# 3) Controlled hunting area to protect im portant subsistence harvest area for community use.

No. of Participants:

5

Summary of Discussions:
Concern that mining techniques have changed and people

Improved transportation means people are able to access

are being misled (outdated views on mining)

and use the land more

Concern that protected areas are blocking access to the

Concern

Prairie Creek mine

North Nahanni

Risk of duplicating Cabins on Traditional Land Use map

Restrict use of spawning areas, especially for jet boaters

and Archeology Map

The Government system has divided Dene and Metis

Development

and

conservation

appear

exclusive

while

over

Community

/

tourists

individual

from

other

communities

consultation,

on

participation

the

and

Fort Simpson Tri-Council (Fort Simpson)

some uses are compatible

employment is very important

Concerns that we have no supporting literature for culture

Dene rights and Treaty rights are confused, they are ve ry

being impacted by development

different

Concern that social problems suggest negative slant on

Change onus of development to renewable sources, water

development

turbines and thermal

A major concern is the impact of boom and bust scenarios
Note

that

Caribou

don t

calve

all

year

around

(use

We shouldnt have to work within Canadian Laws
We need to

outline

where

Resource

Revenue

seasonal closures rather than permanent protection)

now, so we can plan appropriately for the future

Industry should be given the opportunity to

Oil

exceed the

and

threshold and see what happens

current

Discussion regarding graves along the river, questions on

benefits

surface

dispositions,

and

the

original

site

for

Gas,
Land

and

Mining,

Withdrawals

possibly

subject

to

permitted

is going

outside

consultations

and

the

community of Wrigley

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Study Area Boundary

3

3

3
2

Nahanni National
Park Reserve

3

1

Nahanni Butte
3

3

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Nahanni Butte

----

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Forestry - Yes; Sp. Mgt., joint venture

Forestry - Yes; Sp. Mgt, joint venture

Forestry - Yes; Sp. Mgt, joint venture

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - Yes; Sp. Mgt.

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;

No hunting/outfitters

No hunting/outfitters

No hunting/outfitters

Nahanni Expansion: as per eventual
Park Management Rules and Current
Nahanni Expansion Boundary

Justification for No Development Zones:
(1) In support of the Nahanni National Park Reserve Expansion plans
(2) To protect the watershed and caribou migration path
(3) To protect dall s sheep habitat, caribou migration paths and water

No. of Participants:

9

Summary of Discussions:
Concern was raised that people had forgotten to pay the water and to give respect to the fire
Questioned what happens if the community wants to protect the whole area?
We have to have some areas open we can t just shut off development
Nahanni Butte Dene Band (Nahanni Butte)

Discussed Trout Lakes proposed PAS and options for managing future development
Provided clarification on PAS, Interim Land Withdrawals, Park Expansion and Land Use Planning
Raised concern over damage from oil rigs, and timber harvesting to rabbits
In the long-term, with trees maturing young people might want to get into forestry
Participants asked about the Cadillac Mine, and the possibility of Parks buying them out
Concern that there is no employment in Nahanni
Consultation is important, explorat ion companies don t talk to all affected communities
Fort Liard had asked to move the

community

use boundary north to allow for more Oil and Gas

Protecting the water is the most important thing, especially for Elders
Must protect the mountain ridge for the sheep
Concern the map is too complicated so make clearer shapes like Trout Lake
People are worried about Oil and Gas because of experience in other areas

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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ZONE 2

MUZ

MUZ

MUZ

ZONE 1

ZONE 1

Trout Lake

MUZ

MUZ

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Trout Lake

----

Zone 1

Zone 2

MUZ (Multiple Use Zone)

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Forestry - No

Forestry - Yes

Forestry - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - No

Oil & Gas - Yes; Special Management;

Consumptive Tourism - No

Consumptive Tourism - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes; no new lodges,

Non-consumptive Tourism - No

no river tourism, sustainable lake tourism,

1 parcel every 5 years
Consumptive Tourism - No
Non-consumptive Tourism - No

yes to fishing

Justification for No Development Zones:
(Zone 1)
(Zone 2)
(MUZ)





Protection of historic and cultural values, Northern Alberta Uplands Ecoregio n and important caribou habitat



Similar to (1) but requiring consultation with other communities

No interest or potential for commercial agriculture or forestry operations in these areas

No. of Participants:

9

Summary of Discussions:
Smaller communities feel left out. Bigger communities appear to get better options . We have to work together and not against each
other
The Dene Nahodhe statement should be used as a guide
We still depend on the land for food
Local timber has its advantages, it can be cheaper and you get what you want
Local labor is used to build houses
Collaring caribou is stressful and it would help if we did it
Exploration companies sometimes don t consult all the affected communities
Local labor is used only for the little stuff like slashing
Sambaa Ke Dene Band (Trout Lake)

Gathering Elders information is important for when they are gone
Concern over the impact of development and pipelines on rabbits and beavers
Concern that the pipeline would go through without consultation like in the Yukon
Concern over traditional land in Alberta
Can DCLUPC return in November as a lot of harvesters are currently working?
Oil and Gas development will be the minimum parcel s size, unlike other areas
Trout Lakes traditional area is from 61

st

Parallel to 122°30

Trout has been approached to do big game hunting and wolf hunts, by Economic Development and other communities but declined
because it is not in the culture
Noted DFOs role in monitoring over-fishing and request more locals be invo lved
Violet Sanquez (Crosscurrent) currently researching grave sites along the Lake

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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1
Edéhzhie
Candidate Protected Area

Fort Providence

Kakisa
ry
Study Area Bounda

Hay River
2

Enterprise

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Fort Providence

Area #1

Area #2

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - Yes

Forestry - No

Forestry - Yes

----

Winter Only

Mining - No

Selective Logging

Oil & Gas - No
Consumptive Tourism - No

Mining - No

Non-consumptive Tourism - No

Oil & Gas - No
Consumptive Tourism - No
Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Extend Surface/Sub-surface
Withdrawals; Join with Edehzhie

Extend Subsurface Only Withdrawals

Justification for No Development Zones:
(1) Birch Lake region: Watershed protection (water goes into Mink Lake, Horn River and Mackenzie River), lots of trapping for muskrat, beaver,
marten, plus spawning areas for suckers and whitefish.
(2) Extension of Subsurface Land Withdrawals: Good wildlife habitat value in extension areas; existing dispositions provide sufficient employment so
there is no need to open further lands to oil and gas development; concerned about contamination from mining and little mineral potential.

No. of Participants:

7

Summary of Discussions:
If youre a real Dene spending time in the bush you dont get many

Concern that the Dene Nahodhe Workshop was too short
Concern

that

resources

will

leave

some

communities

rich

and

others poor

benefits (from development)
Young people want to see development for jobs but they are being

There is a clash between Dene values, based on sharing and

held back

economic development which is competitive.

Simplify planning,

There are few Dene

as too many choices are overwhelming

Fort Providence Tri-Council (Fort Providence)

entrepreneurs

The Resource Management Board is looking into a local timber

We want to become self-sufficient and independent but if we lose

project to identify potential & fire hazard areas

our culture what is the use?

Concern over protecting water, for spawning and trapping around

Working in summer, collecting EI in winter leaves time to hunt or

Birch Lake

trap.

Clarification on status of bison sanctuary, discussion on potential

This is the ideal situation.

My grandfathers had their own EI

- In the winter they harvested, in summer they traded with the

for bison farms

Hudson s Bay Company.

Support for non-consumptive tourism, concern with tourists over

Dogs and traps make you a provider

Oil and gas development only benefits a few people (Reference to

fishing

talk on APTN)

Concern that Traditional trails, including the one from Willow Lake

Developing oil and gas doesnt respect the land (reference to CBC

to Mills Lake, are not marked

documentary)

Community is implementing a mosquito control program and the

Current

levels

of

Oil

and

Gas

development

provide

all

the

employment required

Fire

Smart

Program

to

cut

areas

of

spruce

fuel

build-up

th

Concern the GOC could drill gas from below 60

parallel if Dene

don t make a deal

Logging should be winter only, and selective, because there is too
much muskeg

In Fort Rae, Diamond Mines provided jobs but community benefits
cause fights

Disclaimer:

and

provide wood for community

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Study Area
Boundary

Pehdzeh Ki Deh
Proposed Candidate Protected Area

Possible Extension
to PAS

Wrigley

Edehzhie
Candidate Protected Area

Fort Simpson

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Wrigley

----

All Areas Outlined:
Agriculture - No
Forestry - No
Mining - No
Oil & Gas - No
Consumptive Tourism - No
Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes; Eco/cultural tourism only; No sport fishing or big game hunting

PKD to be withdrawn through LUP in advance of PAS until secured

Justification for No Development Zones:
Not willing to identify areas for development until the final agreement is in place and the terms and conditions are agreed to, and
questions of jurisdiction/ownership are resolved. The Proposed C andidate protected areas should be supported by the land use plan
(i.e. set as no development zones) to provide interim protection while awaiting w ithdrawal under the PAS process

No. of Participants:

10

Summary of Discussions:
Concern

over

the

legacy

of

past

mining

and

oil

and

gas

Concern that companies go to government for approvals

developments

Concern that what happened with the

Concern that new seismic lines are being cut in traditional areas

happen again

along cut lines approved in the 70s that have grown back

Concern over Boundary issues on Fort Norman side

Industry must consult communities

Questioned

When they built the road in the Spruce Lake area it was never

information

cleared up

Small

Concern that some sacred areas had not been mapped accurately

marketing and infrastructure first

There is timber potential for personal use in the Mackenzie Valley

Community members must be involved and we must do things our

(Fish Lake, Spruce Lake and Black Water Lake).

way

Commercial timber is not feasible

Tourism

Is DCLUPC considering fish farming?

Range

Why did they only do a bit of exploration in the 1970-80s?

There

source

communities

could

go

and

extent

dont

from

the

of

benefit

Willow

Enbridge Pipeline would

Traditional

from

River

Use

tourism,

towards

we

the

Density

require

Franklin

Clarification on Land Withdrawals, PAS and application process

Pehdzeh Ki First Nation (Wrigley)

was a lot of exploration on Willow River but the wells were dry

Concern for Woodland Caribou in the Ebbutt Hills

wells.

Who has jurisdiction and control over development now?

Elders and trappers are pretty happy with the way things are now

No

It is important to communicate with elders

uncertainty

Concern that there is no progress with the Dehcho Process and

The east side of the Mackenzie River is to be protected for future

Land Use Plan

generations and have no resource development.

Big developments bring Southern expertise and local people do

Development compensation and benefits must satisfy communities

not benefit

Eco tourism should be monitored by the community

development

until

the

Dehcho

Process

is

settled

due

Southern companies have big expectations with respect to training
and work

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.

to
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Fort Liard

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Fort Liard

----

All Areas Outlined:
Agriculture - No
Forestry - No
Mining - No
Oil & Gas - No
Consumptive Tourism - No
Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes

Assume development everywhere else,
but participants couldn't confirm

Justification for No Development Zones:
Outlined Areas: Important areas for traditional use (cultural sites) and wildlife habitat

No. of Participants:



sheep, moose, bison, caribous and swans

7

Summary of Discussions:
Fur trapping must be restricted so that the animals can replenish in number
Questioned participation in Deh Cho Land Use Planning since many trappers, trap lines are in the Yukon, or BC
The Fort Liard area should be high potentia l for agriculture, especially potatoes
Companies never consult community members regarding development or the impacts.

Companies cut acres of timber and fail to

consult the community
Fish from Fisherman Lake may be contaminated
Discussed what appeared to be an earthquake at Fisherman Lake
People come, make money and leave
Young people are lost - they don t realize the impacts of development
There is concern over the lack of communication between Chief, Council and membership.

They need to look at past e xperiences

and pros and cons of development before they open up more lands
Concern over failure to recognize trappers  rights and compensate them appropriately for development
You need to have subsistence harvesting.

People can save more money harvesting a moose than they could working all month and

Fort Liard Tri-Council (Fort Liard)

buying meat from the store
The region needs some large scale economic development to drive the economy (e.g. partial ownership, joint ventures) but only
need small scale projects for employment
You need a regional economic development plan for the Deh Cho
We need to encourage more small businesses with individual ownership



it gives people the flexibility to work when they need to

and go on the land when they want to
We need to protect the Liard River

Disclaimer:



establish a no development buffer around it

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Fort Providence

1

Kakisa
Hay River
1

Enterprise

ndary
rea Bou
Study A

3

2

Draft Land Use Options Consultations - Summer 2004
Results of Community Mapping Sessions

----

Area #1

Kakisa

----

Area #2

Agriculture - No

Agriculture - No

Forestry - No

Forestry - No

Mining - No

Mining - No

Oil & Gas - Yes;

Oil & Gas - Yes;

Cumulative effects

Cumulative effects

Migration periods respected

Migration periods respected

Monitor hunting/access

Monitor hunting/access

No cutlines 2 Km from highway

No cutlines 2 Km from highway

Consumptive Tourism - No

More Sensitive due to Water Table

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;
Sustainable,

No Development on the rivers
Consumptive Tourism - No

no GHL licence

Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;
Sustainable,

Area #3
Agriculture - No
Forestry - No
Mining - No
Oil & Gas - No
Consumptive Tourism - No
Non-consumptive Tourism - Yes;
Sustainable,
no GHL licence
Fishery - Yes;
Sustainable Commercial Fishing
Studies pending / quotas
Kakisa, Tathlina & Dogface Lakes
Sport fishing secondary

no GHL licence

Justification for No Development Zones:
All areas: Bad past experience with forestry and mining so not interested; little potential or interest in agriculture around this region
(# 2) Special conditions on oil and gas development to account for changing wa ter levels
(# 3) Protection of wildlife habitat, particularly caribou, traditional use areas; includes existing land withdrawals

No. of Participants:

6

Summary of Discussions:
Noted vegetables had grown well in the area
Frustration over restrictions to changes to the Interim Land Withdrawals
Consider impact of increasing traffic.
Traditionally various communities came to Beaver Lake and Kakisa River for fall fishing
There is a lot of harvesting on big island for moose and berries.
Commercial fishing has been here for 30 years
Kaagee Tu First Nation (Kakisa)

Low and fluctuating water levels is a problem in Tathlina Lake
Studies are underway with respect to fishing at Kakisa and Tathl ina Lakes
The community is not in support of sports fishing
Concern that Doug Bryshun has a cabin on Dog Face Lake for sports fishing
Concern that mapping isn t in line with Dehcho declaration (Lloyd Chicot)
Interest in how much land is closed off from de velopment
Cumulative effects should be in place for development areas
Must respect caribou migration
In the Southern portion of the Deh C ho the land is like a sponge and very sensitive
Concern over fluctuating water levels and development

Disclaimer:

Maps reflect specific comments and mapping completed by individuals present at community mapping sessions. The maps may, or
may not, represent the interests of the entire community, and are subject to future revisions and feedback.
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Summary of Verbal Comments from Other Planning
Partner Consultations
DISCLAIMER: This document is a review of the summer 2004 consultations. The maps and comments represent the views
of those who attended and participated in the process. Information in this package may, or may not, represent the interests
of the entire community or group consulted.

Agricultural Sector – Hay River
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will the plan be implemented by the Mackenzie Valley Boards?
Have there been any previous mapping project’s that included agriculture?
More updated classification data may be available through the Territorial Farmers
Association (TFA).
Concerned that land with agricultural potential is not alienated by alternative uses
Agriculture may become more viable with modern generators or piggy-backing on
infrastructure (power grid and access roads) developed by other resource sectors
Need to be realistic in planning likely development in next 20 years
Currently agriculture is confined to subsistence farming.
There is potential for growing hay or forage crops, but livestock requires too much
infrastructure
Only two people within the NWT have applied for land for agriculture
Given that this is a regional plan what opportunities are there for more detailed work
around communities?
GNWT funding may be available to identify land suitable for arable cropping.
What would the Options look like in reality?
Agriculture would allow development with a softer footprint
There is great potential for agriculture around the Fort Liard region
There is a need to clarify terminology what is considered agriculture

Hay River – Town Council
•

•
•
•

Why have the islands (areas of development surrounded by land withdrawals) and
other areas been included despite access problems making development of these
areas very unlikely?
The Options are not in line with the proposed stringent residency requirements of the
Draft Dehcho Constitution
Why has agriculture been considered when it clearly has limited potential here?
Asked about status of Horn Plateau and Protected Area Strategy (PAS)

Government Sector – Hay River
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What sectors do your projected jobs fall in?
Asked for an explanation of developing Options and the EDA model
Asked about the definition of tourism sites used in the model
Is a traditional harvester considered employed in the EDA model?
Clarification of timeline for approval
General concern over impacts of the Deh Cho Process on the Town of Hay River
Discussion about the jurisdiction and mandate of the DCLUPC

Public Meeting – Hay River
•

Question on how the land use plan would deal with developing a new subdivision on
private lands South of Hay River Reserve outside the municipal boundaries
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•
•
•
•

Explained Land Withdrawals and Land Use Planning
Provided details on population trends
Comment that spiritual values should be included in planning process
Questioned need for such a technical presentation and lack of information on Dehcho
Process and its implications

Enterprise - Enterprise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do protected area boundaries ever change, for example when a species moves?
Would a future Metis Nation land claim be included in the map?
Clarification on the Land Use Plan versus Land Use Options
Who was responsible and how were the Dehcho boundaries created?
Noted that Liard had suffered by not handling development very well
Why are figures for Current Land Withdrawals as high as Option 1?
What would be a successful plan for DCLUPC?
Which is the biggest barrier to development, having a plan or no plan?
Support for Cumulative Effects. It addresses many concerns.
Dene values and the environmental movement are very similar, underneath the
technical values there is basic values and principles
Goal to promote family values, local ownership and self sufficiency
Education is essential
Will welcome people who want to work for us and benefit the community
What consideration do you give to community benefits agreements in the plan?
Must consider the impacts of development, and fly-in-fly-out workers; concerned about
the negative effects on families from 2 weeks in/out work schedule
Problems with lack of community banking services and shortage of labour
Transport corridor involves two separate businesses; tourism which can be controlled
to a certain extent and transportation which is problematic.
Question on status of Louise Falls (territorial Park) in Land Use Plan
Clarification on timeline and process of approval for Land Use Plan
Consider 1970-80’s Land Use Planning initiatives
General discussion on impacts to Enterprise itself
Concerns over traditional land, permitting for cabins and peoples rights
Clarification on status of Hay River Reserve
Potential powers of local and regional governments (RE Dehcho Constitution)
Asked about Metis inclusion in planning
What is the potential for diamonds in the Deh Cho?
What is the extent of development in the Cameron Hills?
Why isn’t everyone supportive of cumulative effects?

Public Meeting – Fort Simpson
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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How did you do the overlays for Land Use Options?
Clarification on status of Protected Area Strategy areas
Discussed the volume of gas to be developed
How do you estimate your employment for 20 years?
Discussed the nature of resources in the Dehcho
It is nice to see economic modeling is considered in the decision making process
It would be better to develop according to community needs rather than full steam
ahead

Forestry Sector – Fort Simpson
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

RWED use a stand age of 110 years and sustainable harvest age of 240 years
assuming 35% planting and 65% natural regeneration for their forest planning
Do you have a plan to fill information gaps and will maps be continually updated?
Are archaeological surveys required before new uses or permits are allowed? In
Alberta they are doing detailed surveys and bringing in archaeologists .
The timber productive land numbers were updated in 2001
A new National Forest Inventory (NFI) will roll out in 2005
RWED is putting NFI plots across the NWT over the next few years (3 layers of info –
detailed vegetation, soils, tree and woody materials, other info needs – forest growth
and productivity - Established 40 last year and 30 this year)
The species and sizes considered commercial can change quite quickly
There is concern over Birch harvesting around Fort Liard by non-community members
There are possible niche markets for NWT timber which meets standards. Slow
growth makes NWT wood have a high tensile strength, sheer strength and it is denser
(high quality wood).
Could make pellets used in wood stoves.
Concern that high quality materials from north are mixed in south to raise standards
The MGP is going through 5 contractors and they need 500,000 skids from each with
about 30% replacement each year. On the Enbridge pipeline 30,000 m3 was required
and most of it was chipped and used for bank stabilization.
The need for drying means communities like JMR need a contract now
Spruce budworm infestation (map) corresponds with white spruce distribution. It takes
5 -15 years for the tree to die and sawmills can harvest ~2 yrs after death.
Concern that Horn Plateau wasn’t identified for tourism potential
Clarification on the nature of agricultural operations
Potential for wildlife habitat could actually be improved with development
Recruiting people to the North is a major problem and this could restrict development,
especially if there is a policy to hire northerners.
Even if a large area is open to development, realistically you are only going to see 1%
of the land developed each year and therefore limited impacts.
Concern that the forestry volumes used are too low and offered to review reports
Concern at limited difference between direct and total expenditures
Clarification required on tax revenue (corporate taxes or royalties in tax revenue).
Why is the population declining in the Dehcho?
Are you familiar with the sustainable forest management criteria and indicators? A
report will be out in the fall which may be a useful comparison as would the Foothills
Model Forest.
Is Cumulative Effects research related to Current Land Use Options?
Consideration should be given to the age of the seismic lines in cumulative effects
work and also to the scale of study area and habitat quality
A proposed biomass heating system for Fort Simpson would generate a whole forestry
industry to feed it (A report called VECO is available through Nogha).
Potential for hydro-electric power generation in the Dehcho should be considered
Ecological Land Classification for 2005 may be a useful baseline also for PAS to
identify areas for protection.
RWED is developing new forestry standards, building baseline information /
inventories and a strategy to develop a sustainable forest economy.
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Government Sector – Fort Simpson
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification on data for wildlife map and influence of individual species on map
density, inclusion of migratory bird species
Concern over failure to include habitat, particularly islands, for Moose calving
Are medicinal plants included in traditional land use data?
The deposit of Lead – Zinc on west side of Wrigley is not depicted clearly.
Questioned inclusion of Tourism as a development layer when compatible with
conservation
What is the status of 3rd party interests and mines in the Dehcho?
Relative status of the proposed Nahanni Park Expansion and the areas put forward for
Protected Area Strategy not reflected in the mapping. Provincial versus Federal
initiatives and respective legislation discussed.
How will the Land Use Plan tie in with Land and Water Board?
Concern that too many assumptions have been made in creating potential maps
Provided clarification on the Options
Support for zoning to ensure planning decisions reflect some order
Clarification on 5 year revision cycle, exception and amendment clauses
Explanation of base line for economy and Tax Revenue graph
Discussion of appropriate area to use in application of cumulative effects thresholds
RWED indicated a large variation in the movements of a small number of Caribou
In July Caribou were found in Nahanni on snow and ice away from the bugs
Question on relative importance of for example: a calving ground compared to a
summer refuge
Highlighted critical areas for bison crossing rivers (references to animals being killed
by barges when crossing)
When considering stream crossing density, species, river width, depth and gradient
(how fast) should all be considered.
When using a GIS approach it is important to indicate which rivers bear fish
DFN are not sufficiently informed regarding development
Require a comprehensive review of 3rd party interests and map of contaminants, if the
cumulative effects work is to have a reliable baseline.
Use a polling company to assess participation
Community can’t stop development and expect services and jobs to be available
Discussion about government subsidies and investment in mining industry

Government of the Northwest Territories – Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What wood products or forest values are you capturing?
How is mining potential being assessed?
Are more detailed assessments such as MERAs not required?
Provided clarification on options and how layers were combined
Questioned why some data overlaps with Yukon but not Alberta or BC?
Is hydro-electric development being considered? It would appear more likely than
agriculture.
By including the Nahanni area where MERAs are being completed are we not
precluding decisions to be made that are based on the outcome of that process?
How are these other decision processes fitting in with the planning process?
What option do the current land withdrawals most resemble?
Why is tourism not included in conservation?
The model could have been setup to run each land use individually not together.
Concern the model doesn’t acknowledge potential of undiscovered resources
RWED have a good mining economist who could help with mineral modeling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do communities provide input?
Are community responses available for others to see? When?
Clarification of definitions for labour categories
Do the federal taxes include royalties and corporate taxes?
Presentation should include more contextual information on the Dehcho Process/
values and the scale of decisions being considered
Alternative concept to setting thresholds – keeping clean areas clean i.e. use best
practices regardless of current level of development or impacts
The question of “who monitors this?” has implication’s for which cumulative effects
indicators are selected (ease of monitoring).
Clarification on Corridor Density, indicator species and sources of information
What indicator would be used for the pipeline?
What will you put in the plan for terms and conditions?
Preference for cumulative effects based thresholds, guiding overall development rather
than project specific terms and conditions

Public Meeting – Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the mandate for the Committee?
Do all the Committee members get along?
How big are the current land withdrawals?
General discussion regarding the nature of the Dehcho Process
Discussion on the effect of politics on the planning process and development
What is excluded from your planning area (e.g. municipal areas)?

Government of Canada – Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification on Interim Land Withdrawals and Land Use Planning
Clarification on timeline for the plan and the Dehcho Final Agreement
Were individual maps weighted to reflect the habitat for different species in the wildlife
map?
Was there any attempt to map individual species habitats or link it to vegetation?
Where did the model come from and has there been any study as to its effectiveness
in projecting the future?
Clarification on labour definitions
Clarification of Options
Explained large difference between Current Land Withdrawals and Option 3
Explained limited difference between Options 3 and 4 due to exclusion of uncertain
zones
Concern that the Options indicate zones exclusively for development or conservation
but some uses are compatible with conservation.
How does plan approval relate to the pipeline, particular if later than 2006?
Request to work on coordination and share information including the Economic model
for environmental assessments.
What is community feedback with respect to protection and development?
What will the final product (Land Use Plan) look like?
Could you indicate the outcomes of community consultations?
Are Elder’s conferences used in decision making?
How far does this plan go in terms of water? The Mackenzie River is very important to
the region.
Currently when is the plan really likely to be approved by the minister?
Who is going to look after the plan once it is set up?
Clarification on 5 year revision cycle, exception and amendment clauses
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Watersheds could be used as a management tool as in BC and Great Bear Lake
Is there any allowance for resource royalties in the Land Use Options and the
economic modeling?
Given there are two options for the final agreement, i.e. land selection or comanagement, which is preferred by DFN. Is there any consideration in your options
for government funding for post final agreement?
Is there awareness at the community level of the economic needs to drive the region?
Each settlement region starts out with the same funding formula and negotiates the
split between land and cash depending on the nature of the agreement.
Resource development will play an important part in determining value of the final
agreement (due to royalties).
Does the model account for whether jobs are from outside companies or new company
start ups?
How have grey areas like Edehzie affected your overall zone sizes and the output of
the economic model?
For mining potential you could model a potential diamond mine using ton, grade and
value of current Kimberlite pipes in the NWT to create an average. The more land
open to development the more likelihood of finding a deposit.

GNWT Tourism Association - Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Asked about current impacts on tourism and future impacts after the plan is approved
There are prospects for viable Outfitting operations based on managing surplus
animals
Closing outfitters down will mean Aboriginal people lose the right of 1st refusal for
future generations. Once closed it is unlikely Parks Canada will allow them to return.
Focus on partnerships as outfitting is not part of the Aboriginal lifestyle and people
need business expertise.
There is a lack of appreciation of the commitment needed to make a business work
Outfitting courses are attended by people as a source of income
NWT Tourism is completing a Gap Analysis of data relating to the tourism industry
Hunting accounts for ~1% of NWT Tourism but individual expenditure is much higher
than other types of tourism
Most people are not prepared to pay big money to fish if they can drop a line in the
Mackenzie for free
Most people come to the NWT to see the Aurora through major highways and flydrives.
The Fort Providence ferry is a big attraction to tourists. An all weather all day and
night bridge connection would have its benefits but is less of a tourist attraction
The Dehcho need tourism attractions which bring tourists into communities and for
longer
Tourists like to learn things and local people make the difference here
When land settlements have been finalized further North, Aboriginal groups invest in
Airlines, Apartments and Hotels.
People need to demonstrate commitment, relevant expertise and a workable plan for
the business if they are to receive funding. Family support is also important.
Around 80% of Canadian Tourism businesses are small scale operations
Dehcho is not well distinguished from other regions, except for Diamonds, the Aurora,
wilderness highway and Nahanni.
Devolution, the Dehcho Process, the Nahanni Park Expansion Process and the
Mackenzie Pipeline all cause uncertainty in the region which present challenges for
current tourism development.

ENGO’s - Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification on high potential deposits on map (Pine Point extension)
Clarification on extent of Dehcho traditional lands outside IMA boundaries
Question on pace of Oil and Gas exploration over past century?
Did we use soil survey maps from the 60’s (Mr Day) for agriculture potential?
Clarified location of the Coates Lake deposit
How do you deal with difference between the Options and the reality of today?
Question if a training component was built in for modeling Dehcho employment
How are you dealing with social issues? Genuine progress indicators suggested.
Are we doing an ecological model as well?
Are we considering climatic trends?
Renewable energy sources should be considered i.e. solar and wind power
Note on compatibility of tourism with conservation relative to development
Concern over assigning wildlife and TLUO map high and low values
Combined stakeholder meetings could cut costs and facilitate sharing visions
Requested an indication of the type of feedback coming from communities
Need to emphasize control of Federal Government over this process
Clarification on integrating PAS with the Land Withdrawals and Land Use Plan
If information is brought to the table on priority areas for conservation, can DCLUPC
discuss this with communities?
Falaise Lake and Heart Lake (Prev. IBP site) are important candidate sites for PAS
Mackenzie bison sanctuary isn’t in existence, communities think it is protected
Is there any effort to do eco-region representation?

Pipeline – Yellowknife
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How familiar are you with other land use plans in the North?
What is the status of Edezhie?
Clarification on Options and how communities participate
Will some communities be richer than others if development is sanctioned in their
vicinity? Does DFN have plans for overarching, regional policy or guidance on this?
Discussed the progress of the Deh Cho Bridge
Will the model predict the impact of devolution or different forms of government on the
region, particularly with respect to tax revenues?
Without education, none of the communities will benefit from development. This is
perhaps beyond land use planning but is there a way of injecting something into the
plan i.e. some qualifying statements, so communities know that the No 1 priority must
be education and training.
Are you using any of the work from the CEAM committee?
Explained Corridor Density and the impact of study area on results
Why is the area for Nahanni Park Expansion not included as a Protected Area?
How palatable is it if 2/3rds of the Dehcho is protected?
Will the land use plan be used to drive the claims process and the Quantum
(settlement value)?
You could predict or model the mineral potential by looking at long term trends on
metal prices and area open to exploration.
Have you looked at coal and aggregate deposits?
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board basically use the Gwich’in Plan as a basis for
conformance checks.
The Boards are looking at security for reclamation and clean up of accidents in relation
to the Mackenzie Gas project, which could be critical.
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•
•
•

•
•

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board can’t touch social impacts in setting terms
and conditions for licenses.
In the Gwich’in, industry is required to negotiate surface lands access agreements.
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board are limited as to what conditions can be
imposed with respect to wildlife, generally they are monitoring requirements.
Information is reviewed by other government departments. Similarly for air quality
industry is asked to provide a flaring plan which is then reviewed.
Climate change is considered by the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board in
regard to special conditions for permafrost zones.
MVLWB can set conditions as to the type of seismic and how it is conducted e.g.
minimal flight elevations in critical wildlife areas (Check out the seismic guidelines on
MVEIRB website).

Government of Canada - Ottawa
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Update on Nahanni Park expansion and implications for Land Use Plan
Concern over lack of wildlife research in Nahanni Expansion project relative to
resource development
Would sacred areas be captured in the Archaeology map?
How is conservation value around cabins and archaeology sites determined?
Concern that mineral map misrepresents low or uncertain areas as low potential
Question if tourism should be categorized as a conservation or development use
Are commercial fishing and sport fishing being considered?
Is energy development being considered?
Development and conservation appear exclusive while some are compatible
What will be the basis for choosing the appropriate option?
Discussion of how parallel processes should be brought together
Concern over level of protection / conservation being put forward
Concern that DCLUPC are the only ones raising economic considerations
Gas estimates and prices are not appropriate
Wouldn’t the existing mines be grandfathered? Why turn them off in some options?
Clarification required on tax revenue. It should be referred to as revenue. Taxes are
usually separated from royalties.
Have you considered impacts outside the Dehcho, to see if benefits go to YK?
Look at Diamond Mine IBA’s in terms of the secondary processing developed
Are gender issues considered in employment modelling?
You shouldn’t have any unemployment in Option 1, jobs are available for all
Do communities help identify culturally important areas?
You should consider community cohesion as well as change in population as
indicators
Where did you get the 1.8 km/km2 threshold from? It has been raised as a concern by
existing developers as it would exclude them from most of their activities
Pacing or restricting the available land base makes resource development unviable.
Companies must meet their minimum needs i.e. world market
Restrictions attract small fly-by night companies with less ability to meet community
demands
Should model staging areas as Oil and Gas development is paced by the development
of infrastructure (i.e. many projects do not become viable until some level of
infrastructure exists in the area).
Prefer incremental sustained development to zero tolerance planning policies
The Sahtu Draft Plan proposed “no travel over frozen water” which was not acceptable
Highlighted difference between Yukon and Dehcho positions on development

•
•

Indicated that some operations in the Dehcho are already paying 30% royalty rates
Do not like Globio model - it is fear mongering.

Oil and Gas Sector – Calgary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has the Interim Resource Development Agreement lapsed?
How do transportation corridors and the pipeline route fit into the overall plan?
Question on status of land outside Current Land Withdrawals?
Responsibility of DCLUPC with respect to overlap issues, specifically in AB or BC
Provided clarification on PAS, Interim Land Withdrawals and Park Expansion
What % of land in the Deh Cho which has been withdrawn?
Concern over the extent and the range of processes promoting conservation
Status of Land Use Plan if the Dehcho Process moves to Land Selection model
Clarification on the Land Use Plan versus Land Use Options
Clarification on 5 year revision cycle, exception and amendment clauses
Concern that Industry is not represented on the Committee
Presenting “$” values for resources, particularly Oil and Gas, may be misleading given
different levels of risk and economic considerations
What do communities want from Oil and Gas development and what are their feelings
towards the industry?
Community perceptions of industry and government prevent misconceptions being
explained (i.e. information is discredited or ignored)
INAC is in a conflict representing both Industry and Community interests
Those without invested interests should provide the training for communities
(Reference to CS Lords program, Pembina Institute and a successful Gwich’in
initiative in Alaska).
Paramount experienced limited progress despite multiple community learning
opportunities. Suggested the industry underestimates training needs.
Does the wildlife map reflect all species or individual species?
Explained involvement in CEAM and use of CEAM criteria
How many people actually use the land currently?
Need to differentiate between geological trends and economics when predicting
resource potential. Comment that this is unlikely to alter community decisions.
Sterilizing the land blocks potential for future and even existing developments
Gas price used in EDA doesn’t reflect historic trends
Asked what the gas price referred to (i.e. what stage of development and for what
purpose – community benefits, royalties, industry revenues?)
To what extent does the Land Use Plan and your economic modeling drive the
negotiations?
Clarification required on tax revenue (specifically payroll and municipal tax).
Industry require at least 5 years + of certainty to make it worth the cost of building
infrastructure and developing the resource
Development in BC followed a stages approach based on the gradual development of
infrastructure and new developments in technology
Critical threshold of 1.8 km for seismic would prevent any further seismic in Cameron
Hills
Limiting to frozen access in winter is unrealistic and heli-drilling is not feasible
Concern that proposed indicators are appearing in current regulatory processes
Would the pipeline corridor have to abide by these restrictions?
Would having a joint venture with an aboriginal group impact approval?
How much weight are community views given in making final decisions?
Question on viability of providing heating and cooking gas to communities
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Mining Sector – Vancouver
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•
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Clarification on 5 year revision cycle, exception and amendment clauses
Outlined plans for a regional forum and timeline for approval
Concern Land Withdrawals and PAS leave little room for viable development
Provided clarification on PAS and Land Withdrawals
Questioned how development could proceed if lands were off-limits to exploration
through Land Withdrawals and Protected Areas. Need more detailed assessments
such as MERA before lands are closed off to development.
Lack of Industry representation on DCLUPC is a concern
Concern that funds for Edehzhie mineral survey is inadequate
Does DCLUPC tell communities mining can be healthy and won’t affect culture?
It is difficult to get people to come up here for tourism. The region needs some big
attractions to draw people up
Development and conservation are presented as exclusive but may be compatible
Mining companies can’t publicly identify areas of interest as they would lose their
competitive advantage and other companies would try and scoop up the area
Industry lacks the funding of conservation groups
Finance for grass roots exploration is very difficult
Flow through funding must be spent on the ground, within a given time frame and not
on community consultations. Investors get a tax break for flow through funds so they
are easier to raise. Consultations have to come from hard dollars which are much
harder to find. Juniors are lobbying the federal government to change this.
Asked about the status of Trout Lake, Pehdzeh Ki Deh and Edehzhie PAS sites and
Nahanni Park Expansion
Where does PAS money come from and is industry involved?
Need to consider transportation corridors for the future mine activity as they need to
truck the concentrate out
The extent of withdrawn land diminishes the potential for development. There aren’t
many big mines so the junior companies are really important. If companies cannot
find enough land to explore, they’ll leave the area.
Two parallel processes is confusing, who does Canadian Zinc give information to,
Parks Canada or DCLUPC?
Who will sustain the Dehcho if it becomes a giant park?
The federal government should give the Dehcho the whole thing instead of fighting
over royalties. Industry doesn’t care who royalties go to.
Concern over size of security deposits
Questioned why development is presented as always having an impact
Is the satellite imagery available to the public?
Cumulative Effects would not be realistic at the initial exploration stage
PDAC.ca will provide general feedback and their manuals include useful guidelines.
What does the Dehcho Process mean for claims at Pine Point and who are the
important groups?
New mining processes are available
Redstone property has good potential based on high grade and potential mine life.
Demand for base metals is increasing
Cheap power and access can make some mines viable.
DFN will be asking in negotiations what would be useful and cheap power could
benefit industry and communities

Department of Fisheries and Oceans – Fort Providence
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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•
•

•
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DFO manages commercial and domestic (Non-native fishing) fisheries across the
NWT including commercial fisheries at Great Slave Lake, Kakisa Lake and Tathlina
Lake.
Communities can influence fisheries management policy. For example Trout Lake
used to have a commercial fishery but on the request of the community it has been
closed.
Walleye/Pickerel is transported from Kakisa Lake to the plant in Hay River.
Tathlina Lake is a very shallow lake and only part of it is productive. The water levels
are erratic, which can impact fish stocks. One year there was a winterkill.
Climate change may be impacting fish stocks. Spawning areas in creeks are sensitive.
Great Slave Lake; 80% Whitefish, Pike, Lake Trout (North) and Pickerel
Kakisa Lake harvest Pickerel (18-20,000 kg) and Pike
Tathlina Lake harvest Pickerel (20,000 kg). The fishery has been closed 3 years due to
a drop in fish stocks
Dredging around Beaver Lake was done 15 years ago to widen the channel
You have to be a resident of Kakisa for 6 months in order to get a Kakisa license.
There used to be water-metering stations to determine water quality.
River fish are Spring Spawners including Grayling, Walleye, Northern Pike and
Suckers
Lake fish are generally Fall Spawners including Whitefish, Cisco and Trout.
Quotas protect the stocks
Mesh sizes determine what size of fish comes out of the water. Food Fisheries have a
range of 4½ -5½ inch whereas Commercial have a maximum 5 inch and catch fish >
2lb.
Licenses ensure each fisherman has a viable business. For the Summer Fishery there
are A and B licenses for Whitefish boats (40-50 feet) and Skiffs (smaller). For the
Winter Fishery there are A and B licenses for Bombardiers and Ski-Doos.
Right now due to economics, there is a real historic slump. Only a dozen fishermen
are in business. Labor is a big cost. Around 75% of Hay River fishermen are young
people and non-beneficiaries of a claim.
Great Slave Lake is managed as a unit. In area 1 west the quota is taken every year.
At Cli Lake, Little Doctor Lake, and Sibbeston Lake there is high mercury level in the
sediments.
Competiition for Great Slave Lake Fishery includes the Great Lakes (Lake Erie, Lake
Superior, and Lake Michigan).
The fish that are caught on the Great Slave Lake are processed in Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation Fish Plant adds value by filleting fish in
Hay River.
Aboriginal representatives sit on Great Slave Lake Advisory Committee.
GSLAC roles include: conservation of stocks, allocation of licenses on a point system
and reviewing applications for lodges and outfitters.
Potential areas of conflict include: Zone 1-West which is very important for the biggest
fishing community (Hay River) where the quota is filled every year. Deep Bay is the
best fishing area, for food fishery stocks also.
Braeburn Lodge – Northern Pike and Grayling are caught there. Fishing lodges require
large fish to attract clients so are not compatible with commercial fishing which tends
to reduce fish size.
The GNWT subsidizes the FFMC allowing the fishery to compete with the southern
market.
Barbless hooks are a good initiative
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The Land Use Plan may want to address seasonal restrictions for certain species (e.g.
what they currently do with Inconnu; habitat issues are another area where the plan
can play a role e.g. protection of shorelines but most of this is covered under the
Fisheries Act
Community mapping of important areas for spawning etc particularly for forage fish
and minnow species is required to fill knowledge gaps
Water drawdown for other land uses is another area of concern; they’re developing
standards for this

Summary of Written Comments from Round 2 Consultations
Date

Name

Organization

Key Comments

Aug.
19/04

Len Gal

C.S. Lord Northern
Geoscience Centre

Clarification on estimates of gas reported and urging caution in use for EDA
Requesting word correction in Q&A report (Rd 1) on website (completed)

Sept.
17/04

Ross Burns

Tamerlane Ventures
Inc.

Keep land open for mineral exploration and provide transportation corridors.
Planning future development of Pine Point deposits as soon as possible.
Envision the Deh Cho developing into an economically important area of the NWT with a vibrant economy
based on oil, gas and mineral production.
Prefer Option 1. Need to develop transportation corridors. Pine Point area should remain in a high
development area given existing infrastructure.
Would like to see areas such as Nahanni opened to transportation corridors and "rational land use planning".
Current planning process will sterilize large portions of the land - should use mostly "soft" boundaries (like
special management zones) rather than "hard" boundaries (rigid protected areas).

Sept.
20/04

George
McCormick

DIAND-O&G-Ottawa

Concerned about use of "Total Corridor Density" as a threshold. Warns DCLUPC against recommending or
adopting specific numbers in the plan as this could delay approval process. Need more science to
substantiate such numbers. Has posed problems in the past (e.g. Paramount).

Sept.
20/04

Mark Davy

MACA

Would like clarification on the relationship between community/general plans, zoning bylaws, land use plans
and the Deh Cho regional land use plan. What is the mechanism to address overlap between these? Confirm
definition of municipal boundaries. The DCLUP needs to accommodate remote community infrastructure (e.g.
sewage lagoons outside municipal boundaries).

Sept. 7/04

Philip Wright

DIAND-Minerals-Ottawa

DCLUPC has done a comprehensive job in presenting information upon which to make informed land use
choices once communities determine their objectives.
EDA Model - Concerned that existing mines are not considered in Options 2-5 and would mean
forfeiture/expropriation at great cost to DIAND.
EDA - Questions using labour shortage as a reason to reduce level of development and suggests other
benefits that could be negotiated in IBAs to offset increased pressure from outside the region.
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EDA - Concerned the EDA does not properly capture mineral potential in economic modelling.
CEAM - Mining not mentioned in Regional Revenue by sector indicator and there are great difficulties in
predicting revenues 50 years ahead. Per capita income would be a more effective indicator of quality of
employment.
Opening an area to mining might foreclose other options (e.g. recreation) but the reverse is also true. If you
protect an area, you won't get a mine because no one can get in there to explore and find anything.
Using "total area available for each resource use" could dilute very high value mining areas in favour of larger
low potential areas. Each area should be examined individually for potential for each land use. Also, despite
information covering large areas, development will focus on a small area. Less than 1:10,000 prospects
becomes a mine.
Mineral Priority Areas Report - Mr. Wright says there is no way to give special consideration to diamond
related activity through current regulations (this is recommended in the report). If there is no information
available and lands are withdrawn through conservation zones, there is no reason to make special
consideration for diamonds and no vehicle to do it with.
Suggests reviewing objectives used by Tahltan First Nation in BC.
Aug.
12/04

Albert Lafferty

Fort Providence Metis
Association

Requested legal metes and bounds for the Deh Cho territory for overlap with Sahtu, Tilcho and South
Slave/Akaitcho claims.

Jul. 21/04

Craig
Machtans

Canadian Wildlife
Service

The Deh Cho is the most bird-rich area in the NWT (for land birds) so any protected areas, especially along
riparian corridors with deciduous tree cover (very high habitat quality).

Aug. 9/04

Chris Hewitt

MACA

Sent GNWT policy for community boundary reviews and table of community boundary types

Aug. 9/04

Chuck Blythe

Parks Canada

Sent mining reports discussed during consultations for our review

Aug.
18/04

Rhian Christie

DIAND Policy &
Planning

Rather than asking communities for their land use priorities, it would be better to have them identify their ideal
sustainable community and work backwards from there to create the right mix of land uses. See 7 questions
of sustainability with the Tahltan First Nation as an example.

Aug.
24/04

Freya Nales

WWF

Sent assessment of land use options 3, 4 and 5 using their AoR. Anything less than option 4 would not allow
for a conservation network that would adequately represent the ecological diversity of the region. Option 3
has a similar level of overall protection to the land withdrawals but has lower value because the protected
areas are fragmented and smaller.

Sept. 8 &
9 /04

Steve Catto /
Gordon Hamre

Parks Canada

Requesting meeting with DCLUPC to discuss concerns in Nahanni region with the Nahanni Expansion Team
and Naha De Consensus Team

Aug.
11/04

Albert Lafferty

Fort Providence Metis
Association

Requesting TLUO mapping of Fort Providence Metis Elders
Requesting reference to Metis in future consultation advertisements

Sept.
29/04

Hilda Tsetso

Resident

Wants to start a tourism operation in withdrawn lands and would like to have the location recognized and
opened through the planning process (Sibbeston and Little Doctor Lake).

Oct. 5/04

Gordon
Ringius

CPAWS

CPAWS interests have basically been captured, but are concerned that the Nahanni expansion is not fully
captured in the options analysis.
CPAWS vision for the Deh Cho: a place where healthy ecosystems are the "highest and best use" of the land;
only small amounts of land should be allocated to well managed and sustainable industrial development
activities.
Tourism should not be lumped in with other development as it is compatible with conservation values.
Options 4 and 5 best reflect CPAWS values and interests in the Deh Cho. They would like to see the land use
plan provide interim protection for Pehdzeh Ki Deh until PAS is complete. They would like to see the Nahanni
expansion area recognized as a protected area in progress similar to Edehzhie.
CPAWS would like the Nahanni region closed to mineral exploration and development. They feel the
economics are very high to access and develop this region and should be compared against the economic
and ecological benefits of land protection. New research completed for the Nahanni expansion needs to be
included in current data for planning purposes (e.g. wildlife studies).
Karsts areas should be considered very high conservation areas in the options.
Areas of very high conservation value between Edehzhie and Pehdzeh Ki Deh should be designated as
conservation areas to provide landscape connectivity. CPAWS supports the designation of conservation
areas to maintain landscape connectivity between adjacent protected areas.
Please complete a GAP analysis of conservation areas for ecoregion representation
Parts of the Deh Cho are in the Great Bear Lake watershed and would be affected by the GBL watershed
management plan initiative.

Oct. 6/04

Jason
Charlwood

Ducks Unlimited
Canada

Provided results of initial waterfowl surveys in the southern Deh Cho. Falaise Lake and the south shore of
Tathlina Lake had the highest densities of ducks. Falaise Lake is especially important and DUC would
support moving this area through the PAS if need be. A more detailed report will be sent shortly.
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Oct. 6/04

Lisa Smith

RWED Forest
Management Division

PACTeam timber report is a standalone report that is not appropriate for quantitative modelling. Pixel sizes in
aggregating the data are not appropriate (excessive). The aggregation process is biased towards creating
higher value timber areas.
Bartlett report misinterprets high and very high categories from PACTeam report. The marketing information
should be investigated further and is probably more variable than you’re modeling shows.
Timber supply volumes from the EDA is far in excess of what is available or sustainable.
We would like to meet with you to discuss the reports and assist with modelling.

Oct. 8/04

Giles Morrell

DIAND-Ottawa-Oil &
Gas

Lands open for O&G exploration and economics is not linear; if fewer lands are open for exploration there is a
much smaller chance of locating economic pools.
You need to relate volumes of gas available to supply costs and value of gas. He is interested in reviewing
the assumptions used in the economic model.
Cumulative effects management is a challenging area from several perspectives - scientific, regulatory, legal
and administrative. We are interested in this topic but are not ready to provide substantive comments at this
time.

Oct. 8/04

Eric Craigie

Shadowood Exploration
Services

The data presented in the LUO Atlas are in some cases limited and in others inaccurate. Land use decisions
will impact protected areas, traditional use and resource development and may be based on inadequate
information.
Given that resource potential is low for most parts of the Deh Cho, a sensible planning process would allow for
maximum development in the few areas of high potential but the opposite seems to be occurring here. The
areas of high resource potential seem to be designated for protection to preclude development. "It is obvious
that the Land Use Planning Process has been high jacked by environmentalists - the agenda is antidevelopment and the process is protection. It is not being driven by, nor is it functioning in the best interests
of the Deh Cho people."
Areas under the PAS process are not specifically part of the planning process but they should be. PAS lands
form a large part of the Deh Cho and once implemented the land withdrawals will sterilize a huge part of the
region.
Although there are only half a dozen mineral properties within the Deh Cho region, all have been placed within
interim land withdrawals or protected areas. It was a deliberate attempt to curtail exploration activities. Since
it is virtually impossible to explore or develop a mineral property within a protected area, park, or other land
reserve, the withdrawals were de facto expropriation of the mineral rights, without compensation;"
The Land Use Process should optimize the resource potential of the Deh Cho territory, and take into account
the economic future of the residents of the Deh Cho, the Northwest Territories and Canada.

Oct. 21/04

Leni Keough

Mining Consultant

Would like to see a meeting held with communities, industry and government together prior to plan approval.

It is not possible for mining companies to identify areas of interest for mining due to the competitive advantage
of the industry. The entire Deh Cho region should be identified due to the lack of scientific data.
The resource potential has not been appropriately represented. Vast areas are unexplored and private
financing is required to properly assess the potential. The maps lack the necessary scientific information to
allow them to be used for their intended purpose.
It is imperative that opportunities for exploration remain open beyond currently delineated showings or areas
of interest. Removing large areas from development runs counterproductive to the best interests of the Deh
Cho, industry and government alike.
Willing to participate in discussions relating to research conducted for development. An integrated land use
management strategy would be a beneficial approach. Cumulative effects management must be carefully
analyzed before using it as a tool to dictate when activities should be carried out. It does not have to be
included in the plan. Development proposals must be allowed to respond to market conditions at a given time.
The Deh Cho region could experience great things if the people work with industry and welcome new
opportunities. Those at the community level must be given complete and unbiased information concerning
mineral exploration and development industries.
The best option is to leave all areas open for exploration and development opportunities. Even if the Deh Cho
region were fully explored, most of it would remain in its original state with no development.
It was beneficial to explain some of the limitations and challenges facing the industry. It is incumbent upon the
DCLUPC to understand industry.
Land Use Planning as presented lacks substance arising from the fact that conclusions are being drawn
without an adequate scientific database to do so. This will not lead to responsible and sustainable growth for
the betterment of all.
Oct. 22/04

Alan Taylor

Canadian Zinc
Corporation

There is a contradication between the mandate of the Committee and the rigidity in plan implementation
(legally binding direction and conformance checks). We strongly believe a land use plan should only be used
as a guide by regulators and decision makers – each development must be judged on its own merits. A five
year revision period is not workable for market/price driven industries such as mining. An alternative is for
governing authorities to establish a system of land use standards which must be met for a project to proceed.
The Deh Cho is in a transition period from a traditional way of life to a wage-based economy. For the
transition to be successful, it must have sustainable economic growth and predictability for businesses to
operate and training to be completed.
The “Existing Activities and Third Party Interests” map shows historic uses up to the date of publication and
masks how little resource activity is actually occurring. It has resulted in little production or lasting
opportunities. Industry will continue to need access to a very large area to achieve economic
discoveries/production and sustainable levels of activity. Transportation needs also have to be considered.
The “Generalized Density of Traditional Use” map masks the transition from traditional life to wage economy.
This change is creating a new set of needs that can only be satisfied by a sustained expansion of the wage
based economy.
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The non-renewable resource potential maps represent only what is known today which is not very much given
the low levels of exploration.
As an existing disposition, the options do not affect their existing rights but feel every potential developer
should be given the opportunity to present a case for resource development in any area outside the existing
Nahanni National Park Reserve and the proposed Horn Plateau Protected Area. Anything but option 1 should
be handled with a high degree of flexibility and caution.
The Deh Cho requires a transparent process that can judge the pros and cons of a project based on its
specific circumstances. The land use plan should define the relative degree of environmental/cultural
sensitivity attached to specific lands for the governing authorities.
The “summary of conservation values” map indicates a moderate to very high conservation value almost
everywhere – everything requires equal protection. The question becomes less about “where” a development
should proceed and more about “how” a development can proceed.
Oct. 22/04

David Murray

Nahanni Park
Expansion Team

The Expansion Team would like to se the park expansion area of interest shown on our maps.
They have wildlife data pertaining to park expansion studies and the land withdrawals which should be
included in our wildlife mapping.
The “archaeology, cabins, historic sites and rare features” map needs a clearer legend with proper symbols
and different identifiers for each type of site. Some archeological sites are missing in the Upper Nahanni.
Some of the Karst sites should be turned into polygons delineating their extent.
Conservation and development are polarized in the options model and this is not always the case.
Sustainable development does not contract economic development and environment – it integrates them. A
land use plan should look at ways of encouraging the protection of the land through economic development.
The land use “options” should be called “scenarios” to indicate they are a computer model output.
We do not want to see the potential park area reduced or the park expansion proposal hampered
unnecessarily. We must work together to achieve park expansion and a final land use plan.

Oct. 22/04

Doug Tate

Nahanni National Park
Reserve

Would like the Park Expansion area shown in the draft land use plan.
“Options” is misleading. They are model outputs and should be clearly indicated as such. It would be useful
to generate actual options that are practical and meaningful, using the existing land withdrawals, candidate
protected areas and data on existing developments and resource potential.
The option descriptions seem to be misleading indicating social problems with both low and high levels of
development. Most case studies show that social problems are more likely to increase with rapid increase in
development.
The Dehcho will accrue the most local benefit by developing resources only at the rate required to maintain
full employment in the region or the majority of benefits will go to transient workers. A longer extraction period
allows for longer training periods so locals can access high-skill jobs and allows time for industry techniques to
improve reducing environmental damage. Option 5 is preferred because it best accomplishes this while
conserving wildlife and traditional culture.
Lows sheep and goat habitat rankings should be increased to high because the same habitat blocks provide

breeding, lambing summer and winter range and are not just genera habitat. Their habitat is limited and for
goats, this region contains 80% of NWT goat habitat so is important.
There are other caribou migration corridors in the South Nahanni watershed that have been identified. We will
provide the data.
Some areas south of NNPR were ranked moderate in the EBA report but were downgraded to low here.
Why?
Is there any additional consideration in planning for COSEWIC listed species? Information and contacts
provided for the western toad, short-eared owl and yellow rail.
Some of the karst features and thermal springs may require a higher ranking due to ecological and cultural
importance. Some are larger than the small buffers provided for in your map.
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Questionnaire Comments / Answers
1. What are your priorities for the land that surrounds the community you live in? (Numbers
indicate the total number of answers for each category.)

Land Use Priorities by
Community
Hay River Reserve
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

Historic &
Cultural
Resources

Traditional
Use

Protection
of Wildlife

Agriculture

2
5

5

2
6

2
6
8

Forestry

Minerals

1

1
1
1

Oil &
Gas

Tourism

1
7

2
6

1
7

1
1
1
5

Total # of Answers
West Point First
Nation
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

2
4

1
2
3

3
2
1

2
4

4
2

6

1
5

Total # of Answers
Fort Providence
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2

3

1

3

3

1
1
1

2

1
2

1

1

Total # of Answers
Jean Marie River
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

1
1

Total # of Answers
Fort Liard
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

2

2

2

Total # of Answers
Nahanni Butte
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

1
3

4

Total # of Answers

4

4

3
3

2
3

3

1
1

2

2
2
2

2

1

2
2

2

2

1
1
2

3

1
2

2

1
1

1
1

3

1

1
2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1
1
1

1
1

1
3

1

2

4

4

4

1
2
1
2

2

1
3

4

4

4
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Land Use Priorities by
Community

Historic &
Cultural
Resources

Traditional
Use

Protection
of Wildlife

1

1
7

1
1
1
6

2
6

2
2
1

Total # of Answers
Hay River
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important

9

9

9

1

1

1

Total # of Answers

1

1

1

Enterprise
Not Very Important
Not Important
Undecided
Somewhat Important
Very Important
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1

Agriculture

Forestry

4

2

Minerals

Oil &
Gas

Tourism
2

2
2
3

1
3
2
3

2
2
3

1
1
7

9

9

9

9

9

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
2. Which statement do you most agree with? (Number indicates how many people agreed with each statement).
a. There should be as
much development as
possible to get the Deh
Cho economy going.

Hay River Reserve
Hay River
West Point
Enterprise
Jean Marie River
Nahanni Butte
Fort Providence
Fort Liard
Total number of people

2
1
1

4

b. There should be
regular development
projects that provide good
jobs, benefits and training
opportunities for the Deh
Cho

c. There should be very
little development, paced
out over many years to
allow time for training and
slow, but continuous
employment

3
1
1
6
2
3
1

4

1

2

18

14

4
1
1
2
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Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
3. What is your vision for the Deh Cho Territory for the next 20 years?
Hay River Reserve

Everyone’s financial needs met; secure jobs as well as land to live on; benefits for
generations. Eco planning.
Good things happening for the Deh Cho Region
Our youth should benefit from all development
I would like to see the people be self sufficient.
I would like to see the Deh Cho Territory to be full self sufficient in the next 20 years and still
be able to see another 20 yrs of success.

West Point

Enterprise

Jean Marie River

Nahanni Butte

More education, People to do good, South Slavey language improved.
More education, more jobs, more training
Sustainability and economically effective with minimal effect on land.
Better standard of living.
For the next 20 yrs I would like to see job opportunities for Dene, Gov't to see how our lives
are daily. Dene should be the 1st priority to the Gov't & decisions made around the Dehcho.
Habitat protection around Great Slave Lake, water protected, education is #1 priority. Do
not want clear cuts.
Opportunities and preservation of traditions.
That we all become one and not separating from one another (Grow together benefit
together).
Growth-slow but steady, more jobs, development to fit our economic requirement
To develop an infrastructure model that bridges the cultural gap between traditional
knowledge and scientific theory and be looked to as an alternative to traditional urban
sprawl.
A place where my children and grand children can be happy and healthy.
Sustainable enhanced communities, jobs, careers, formally traditional, culturally well
educated people, opportunities for ownerships of resources, companies growth, strong
family values, controlled development to benefit the Deh Cho.
Keep current land withdrawals. Aware of all life in areas, population, wildlife, food cycles etc
(Fish), green areas. Not sure which map depicts these impacts. Allow monitor slow
economic growth with the impact on family in a natural environment safe and kind to all.
Good, bring this to the high school for their input and view points. Maps and research for
choices for development impact.
Now that JMR has a new mill they will be happy for the next 20 years.
We need to tell the young people what kinds of positions that are needed to sustain the Deh
Cho people example doctors, lawyers, reserve technology, teachers. He would like to see
training with the oil and gas sector with slow development.
More educated people, more jobs and development to fit our economic requirements.
What I'd like to see is economic opportunities in oil and gas as well as mining minerals.
Environmental concerns are very straight for companies and they know it.
What I would like to see in 20 years in the Deh Cho territory is more educated people,
tourism, and more young people interested in their culture.

Fort Providence

Fort Liard
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I would like to see in 20 years in the Deh Cho Territory, we should have more educated
people, more training for development, more jobs and more people getting involved to
protect the earth from use destroying it.
He would like to see self governance in the near future.
What I would like to see in 20 years is long term sustainable development and jobs.
I would like to see the wildlife and trees monitored and managed so that the people do not
over harvest.
She would like to see more land opened up for development and the local people trained to
do the work.
I would like to see more sustainable development that takes into account local human
resource issues and cultural values. There must be diversity in ownership and industry.

Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
4. Which land use option most reflects your vision for the Deh Cho/ How should it be revised?
Hay River Reserve

West Point

Enterprise

Nahanni Butte

Fort Providence

Fort Liard

Option 5
I guess option 4 would be good for horse ranch or riding stable for trail rides.
Current land use map
Option 4
Option 1
I think option 5 is good. We can monitor activity in our region, with little or no damage to the
people and the way of life.
Option 3
Option 5
Option 5 to protect hunting grounds.
Should include Pine Point area as well.
Current land withdrawals. No revisions needed.
Option 5, The consequence to the health of our nation are more important than the short
term impacts, benefits caused by non balanced development, the north should remain
silent, a place of power, not a belly button of lint and scrath.
Do not understand enough.
Option 4 or 5
Land use that is environmentally safe yet feasible for economic growth. We are being left
behind. Our children have to benefit.
Tourism Development
The land use option that most reflect my vision for the Deh Cho is the current land
withdrawals.
Land Use Option #5. Do more conservation studies.
Draft land Use Option #3 - Edehzie (Horn Plateau) It should be more revised by turning it
into a National Park.
Prairie Creek should be monitored.
Sandy Lake Area (Maxhamish area)
# 5 is the most realistic for suitable economic and land development.
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Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
5. Where do you want to see the land developed or protected and why? (Reference Map)
Hay River Reserve

West Point

Enterprise

The protected area is already marked by our elders when the map was first made.
The land should be developed away from where the animals migrate and historic sites also
not overdo the process of development that might cause permanent damage to the land.
Want to see land protected
All water shed should be protected.
Around reserves for Dene land and for protected land all of the traditional areas and family
sites because this is where our elders grew up and they want the younger generation to
take care of it.
Hunting grounds to be protected. Water to be protected because it runs to the Arctic.
Land development should stay within community’s boundaries and we should continue on
the land preservation.
We have enough land for development so it should be developed but for sure protect
animal’s habitat because some day we may have to live off the land to the public outside
our community.
Invest in the community’s higher education, recreation for local businesses; get on the
cutting edge of what were good at being northerners.
Very much in favour of protecting areas as determined by DCFN. Any development should
improve and enhance what we have now otherwise may not be worth while.
Yes, informative and live; ongoing and steady planning and the option of the plan becoming
a legal document is encouraging. Keep up the good work.

Jean Marie River
Nahanni Butte

Protect water shed that follows the Jean Marie River.
I want the whole water shed and the Nahanni Mountain protected because of beauty and
we want to see what god have given us as is. And also to keep our land legendary mark
the Butte as beaver house and little butte as their food cache.
I'd like to see water sheds and head-waters protected as in my area, the South Nahanni
River is a world heritage site to be enjoyed by everyone.

Fort Providence

Fort Liard
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To protect the water for life and living.
Land developed or protected the Deh Gah Gotie Dene Band area.
Edhzhie to be protected for our future generations.
Edehzhie (Horn Plateau) should be developed and protected from other people who own
the mines, oil and gas, people who sold their land and trying to take over the Horn Plateau
because it is the Deh Cho People's land.
1. Valley between Katoneelee Range and Liard Range should be protected and used as a
traditional trail and used for tourism. 2. Swan breeding area near a mountain should be
protected. 3. Existing discoveries near Netla and Arrowhead should be fully developed
before moving gas activity further afield. 4. Fishermen, Bovie and Celibeta lakes and
surrounding area should all be protected as heritage areas.

Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
6. Did you find this session useful and how can we improve?
Hay River Reserve

West Point

Enterprise

Jean Marie River
Nahanni Butte

Fort Providence

Fort Liard

Yes the work shop is good.
Yes now that I've been to a meeting I know what is going on around me and now we can
use our resources around to possibly help our people get out of the place they are in at the
present time.
More input from the younger generation cause we are the generation that need to adapt to
the changes we are face today and speak out.
Yes, it was very informative.
Yes it was informative
To meet more often with the people and to get more information.
Very much, there should be more involvement from more members.
Yes this was my first land meeting I'm starting to understand it. Come into communities
more open to improve sessions.
Confusing because everyone talking at once. Interpreter.
Yes, Do not improve.
Yes, more public meeting with the community.
Very useful
Very useful and keep communities informed of any changes.
Yes, keep us up to date on what is happening and new developments, changes we want to
be appraised by the Deh Cho Personnel not by those who think they know what you’re
doing. Mostly we find our personnel who go to meetings do not provide us with correct
statements
Yes very useful focus on accurate and meaningful concept translation. Slow links between
TK and S Theory. Cumulative impacts and three generations.
Very useful. You seem very aware of areas that will require adjustment. Your meetings are
open and informative.
The need to understand this process and protector’s country from further destruction and
misuse of environment and the ecology now. Yes we need jobs but if is good to protect
family and family units (Family development) Guidance in directions.
Will bring this to annual general meeting that Band Council is setting to bring concern to
members on land use planning.
Very useful, Thank You.
Yes
Very useful information hearing from everyone who participated. To improve maybe use an
over head projector where everyone can see the map.
I found this session useful, but more people should get involved. This is the land our future
people are going to developed and protected for years to come. You only live once, so you
have to help other to protect the earth also.
Very useful
Yes it was useful. You can improve by making this session announced so more people
come.
This session was essential. Apparently redo broadcasts on CBC will help elders attend.
Sessions should no be held on payday. Slavey/English information video is great. Any way
to produce and distribute these videos on DVD for people to view at home?
Very useful. We need more people in our community involved.
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Questionnaire Comments / Answers – continued
7. General Comments:
Hay River Reserve

Each and every elder should know or be informed on all activity that is happening on the
land.
More people should get involved with what is going on in our region.
We need to get what we most need to be able to provide for ourselves and that is jobs in all
sectors of our resources.
I was very pleased with the orientation of the session. Also I was pleased that we are able
to ask question, with a good response.

West Point
Enterprise

Traditional Values to be stronger
Good Meeting.
This project is very important for all Dehcho Dene whether you be native or non native. The
focus is for the future generation.
There should be more such meetings with the local residents to allow them to better
understanding and involvement in the actual process.
Well presented, thanks.
Good, Good and each time and eye opener

Nahanni Butte

We have to have a basis to identify opportunities and not fight with corporations that want to
do business with us. It's a win/win situation as long as it is environmentally sound and safeguards are in place.

Fort Providence

Good session but more people should get involved and come out to all the session. We are
trying to protect our area of the earth. Mahsi Cho!

Fort Liard
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Very good session and comments.
This should be in the school so the younger generation know what is happening today with
our land. Give the heads up on our land issues.

Community Priorities Results
As described earlier the Priorities exercise was a great success across the communities.
Here are the results for each community. Larger bands of color indicate more pebbles
were placed in the pot representing this land use. Traditional Use appears a priority for
many communities with mining receiving the least interest. Figures for Forestry, Oil and
Gas and Agriculture indicate variable interest across communities.

Community
Hay River
Reserve
West Point
Enterprise
Wrigley
Trout Lake
Ft Simpson
Ft Providence
Ft Liard
Nahanni Butte
Jean Marie
Kakisa

Agriculture

Tourism

Oil & Gas

Mining

Traditional

Forestry

9%
10%
11%
8%
14%
6%
11%
9%
25%
18%
9%

14%
13%
26%
18%
11%
20%
15%
14%
21%
19%
14%

21%
21%
8%
8%
19%
21%
4%
13%
6%
11%
18%

9%
3%
11%
8%
3%
15%
6%
6%
6%
3%
0%

27%
37%
33%
44%
35%
20%
41%
35%
37%
25%
44%

19%
17%
12%
14%
19%
18%
24%
23%
6%
25%
16%

Community Priorities
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100%
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Communities
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